
Learn the Recorder 
The best way to learn about music is to play an instrument 

 

                                                   *It’s the easiest to play 
                            *The easiest to learn 
                            *The easiest to own 
 

Enjoy the pleasure of playing beautiful music with others or even by yourself. 

The recorder is very inexpensive to own, easily portable and most of all, 
so easy to learn to play. This ancient, yet modern instrument was played by kings, and 

today is played in small amateur groups and professional orchestras alike. 
 

Your instructors are Richie and Elaine Henzler 

of COURTLY MUSIC UNLIMITED in Warrensburg. They have over 40 years of teaching 
experience with children and adults of all ages, are patient Juilliard grads with a passion 

for music and the recorder. They would love to share this with you. 
 

 

Teaching Schedule 2021   
Warrensburg, NY:  In store lesson have resumed    

Private Lessons Available on Skype or at our studio in 
Warrensburg, NY 89 River St. Third Floor Suite 3 

Monday thru Saturday - morning /afternoon/evening 
call 1-800-274-2443 to schedule a lesson  

 
 

 
 

TRIO WORKSHOP: Play trios with Richie and Elaine on Skype 
These sessions are intend to feel like an in room rehearsal. We play two 
parts of the trio live while you play the missing part.  Actual rehearsing 
takes place. Elaine selects repertoire from a wide variety of styles and 

participants are required to purchase the music.  The class size is limited to  
8 participants so each person gets personal attention. 

 

We run two trio sessions on Sunday afternoons. 
1. 2:30 – 4:00 pm est 
2.  4:30 – 6:00 pm est 

 

The sessions are 6 weeks long meeting every other Sunday 
We are currently in the middle of our summer sessions. The Fall session will begin in 

September   Watch here for dates and repertoire. The fee is $20 per session. 
 

 

To sign up for lessons or Sunday Trios email courtlym@gmail.com or call:  (518) 623-2867 
 

According to recent studies – music lessons have benefits long after lessons have stopped. Musical training 
improves the brain’s ability to discern the components of sound. Skill in appreciating the subtle qualities of 
sound even against a noisy back-ground, is important not just for a child but also for older people. Those who 
play as they age preserve the auditory processing skills in their brains that control hearing and understanding.  
Playing a wind instrument improves: ability to focus, eye-hand coordination, promotes good breathing and 
breath control.  Learning to play music is a highly recommended natural therapy by the Mayo Clinic Their 
studies show it can help people resolve conflicts, reduce stress, enhance mood, promote relaxation,  reduce 
anxiety to mention just some of the positive effects.  
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